The story of Chinese characters (0000-0010) when translated on Korean pronunciation
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Abstract: We, the authors, tended to have interest on Chinese characters and their origin. It is considered that the people of Shang (or it was called as Eun) country, the second dynasty of old China has commenced the work of creation of Chinese characters. We tried to know the meaning of the randomly chosen 11 Chinese characters (0000-0010). At first, we analyzed the Chinese character into several parts, and then we pronounced those parts of a Chinese character on Korean pronunciation. We found next two things. At first Chinese characters are well understood if we translate the character on Korean pronunciation. And the second is that there are distinct differences between the original meaning and the present meaning; the original meaning is deeply stronger the presently used meaning. As a conclusion, it seems that the ancient Korean people have created the Chinese characters.
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INTRODUCTION

There are significant differences between China and Korea [1]. But those 144 letters of Tcheonzamun (Thousand character essay) were translated on Korean pronunciations by the present authors, and these poems were composed of 9 poems each 16 letters. We have got joy of studying “Tcheonzamun” [2-5], and we tended to have interest on Chinese characters and their origin [6]. It seems that the Chinese characters have been created more than 3000 years ago. And it is considered that the people of Shang (or it was called as Eun) country, the second dynasty of old China has commenced the work of letter creation [7]. How can we know their sense and their feeling of the ancient people? The possible route is the letters themselves. We can see through observing the Chinese characters the sense or the humor of the ancient people who created the Chinese characters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We, the authors, do not know well if the old letters in Shang (or it was called as Eun) country are similar to the modern Chinese characters. We tried to know the meaning of the randomly chosen 11 Chinese characters (0000-0010). At first, we analyzed the Chinese character into several parts, and then we pronounced those parts of one Chinese character on Korean pronunciation. This method is similar to the translation of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) [2].
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

We tried to know the meaning of the randomly chosen 11 Chinese characters (0000-0010). At first, we analyzed the Chinese character into several parts, and then we pronounced those parts of a Chinese character on Korean pronunciation.

0000) Maeg (貊)
0000-1)  "Strike me! I can defeat you!" (the original meaning).
          'Calm' (the present meaning).
0000-2)  'The Malgal people who live on the upper part of the district' (the original meaning).
          'The Maeg people' (the present meaning).

0001) Heui (希)
0001-1)  "I am truly looking for you, I miss you!" (the original meaning).
          "I hope to see you again" (the present meaning).
0001-2)  "I hope that the man (the woman) will love me!" (the original meaning).
          "I hope it" (the current meaning).

0002) Ae (愛)
0002-1)  "I like you, but you do not like me!" (the original meaning).
          "I like you!" (the present meaning).
0002-2)  "You don't like that I like you, do you?"
          or
          "Liking you makes you hate me, isn't it?" (The original meaning).
0002-3)  "Loving you makes me to come to you!" (the original meaning).
          'Love' (the current meaning).
0002-4)  "Give her (him) the rice, and give again the rice to my loving woman (man)! I really wish to do this thing!" (The original meaning).
          'The love' (The present meaning).

0003) Ko (古)
0003-1)  It is cold (the original meaning).
          It is old (the present meaning).
0003-2)  "This language which we use now is the great language!" (the original meaning).
          'It is old' (the current meaning).

0004) Zi (地)
0004-1)  'It is soil or earth' (the original meaning).
          'It is soil or earth' (the present meaning).
0004-2)  'Somebody is disregarded by his (her) neighbors' (the original meaning).
          'It is soil or earth' (the present meaning).
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0005) Hyeon (賢)

0005-1) "The friend of the God!" We might say that he(she) becomes wise if the man(the woman) is on the side the Lord (the original meaning).
*She (He) is wise or clever" (the present meaning).

0005-2) "We get in high spirit!" (The original meaning).
*She(He) is wise or clever" (the present meaning).

0006) Kong(空)

0006-1) "The heaven is really bright with red light from the Sun!" (The original meaning).
'The space is vacant and there is nothing' (The present meaning).

0007) Seo(西)

0007-1) "There is no light, because the sun disappeared in the direction!" (The original meaning).
'It is west side' (The present meaning).

0007-2) "Why do the people look at another people in the late afternoon? The reason is that the man (the woman) wants to be with other one on the time near to twilight, because he(she) feels solitary at the time of sunset" (The original meaning).

0007-3) "Ah! Oh! It is the very place! (I want to come there!)* (the original meaning).
'It is the west' (the current meaning).

0008) Dong(東)

0008-1) "I am able to start my work now! So I am happy!" (the original meaning).
'The side of east' (the present meaning).

0008-2) "There are 8 vases while the flower is only one! (So I am going to gather more flowers)* (the original meaning).
'It is the east'(the current meaning).

0009) Kyeong(慶)

0009-1) "It is truly bad, isn't it?" (the original meaning).
"It's a nice and good thing!" (the present meaning).

0009-2) "It is a truly bad and disgusting thing, isn't it?" (the original meaning).
"It's a nice and good thing!" (the current meaning).

0009-3) "If somebody is celebrated or in good condition, you are not happy and you will hate the man or the woman who is prosperous, aren't you?" (the original meaning).
'The celebrated thing' (The current meaning).

0010) Su(受)

0010-1) "If you give me something!" (the original meaning).
"I receive it" (the present meaning).

0010-2) "If you ask something with crying, you will receive it!" (the original meaning).
"I receive it" (the present meaning).

0010-3)

"I receive the thing which you give me, because I like you!" (The original meaning)

"I receive it" (The current meaning)

We found next two things. At first Chinese characters are well understood if we translate the character on Korean pronunciation. And the second is that there are distinct differences between the original meaning and the present meaning; the original meaning is deeply stronger the presently used meaning. As a conclusion, it seems that the ancient Korean people have created the Chinese characters.
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